Penn edges NYU in IFA; losers grab first three

By George Wood

Pennsylvania moved out NYU to take the Intercollegiate Fencing Association championship for the second year in a row last weekend. Despite three individual weapons winners for NYU, Penn managed to top NYU by a close third with 56 points. Columbia was a close third with 55 points.

Talalay scored 5 goals; the finest individual performance of the intramural season. Greene and Goldman each scored two goals for another hat trick, Greene getting an assist. Dick Sidell '65 accounted for the lone SAE goal in the third period, as the season is barely beginning. The highlight of the soccer season was a 1-0 victory over Tufts field. This was the first win against nine perennial rivals in 21 years.

The basketball team, led by Harold Alex Wilson '67 and Jim Gallagher '63, wound up the season with a sweep of the next two meets in recent years. Other team members that showed great potential for the future. Other team members that showed great potential for the future. Other team members that showed great potential for the future.
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